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WETLANDS
Wetlands are considered the most biologically diverse ecosystems in the 
world. However, the United States is estimated to have lost more than half 
of its historic wetlands and currently loses an additional 60,000 acres per 
year.

• Greater than 33% of all endangered species rely on wetlands for 
survival.

• An acre of wetland can store 1-1.5 million gallons of floodwater.

• A swamp is defined as a wetland with plant life that is primary dominated 
by trees.

• A wetland does not have to be always need to be wet to be classified as 
a wetland.  Many of the world’s most important wetlands are seasonally 
wet.

• Wetlands are considered nature’s kidneys because of their ability to 
clean water.

SETTLING TANKS
Located on a site of approximately 50 acres, the Polishing Ponds receives 
waste water from resident homes and cleanses it through natural 
processes.  In a typical development, most wastewater treatment occurs 
within a treatment plant.  At Cross Creek, the first and second treatment 
steps, removing solid waste and harmful chemicals, occurs within an 
onsite plant.  However, the third step of removing nutrients and sediments 
utilizes aquatic plants located in a carefully graded basin configuration.

WATER QUALITY BASIN
The aquatic plants create a matrix of meandering wetland edges that slow 
the water.  This allows nutrients such as phosphorus and nitrogen and some 
metals to settle out and then be absorbed and/or affixed to the plants.  The 
site becomes a nutrient sink through a process call biophytoremediation.  
The cleaned water then exits into the detention lakes and Flewellen Creek 
to be re-used as landscape irrigation or is discharged at Flewellen Creek 
and FM1093.
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The Polishing Pond at Cross Creek Ranch is one part of a three phase water 
management transect that includes the community lakes and Flewellen 
Creek.  Each system works to improve water quality, mitigates stormwater, 
re-uses water resources for landscape irrigation, provides contiguous 
habitats and affords high quality recreation opportunities throughout 
the community.  As the headwaters for the overall system, the Polishing 
Pond has been uniquely designed for function and sustainability.
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Water treatment Process

Project overvieW
sustainability stars aWarded: investigation, investment, 
integration & innovation

Project tyPe: residential community & infrastructure

local Permitting entity: texas commission on 
environmental Quality, city of fulshear

Project cost: confidential

site size: 45 acres (immediate Project)
3,200 acres (entire community)
Project oWner: fort bend county mud 169, johnson 
develoPment corPoration

Project engineers:  bge, inc. (engineer) & 
sWa grouP (landscaPe architect)

sustainability features:
3-Part Water transect
Designed as a 45-acre wetland 
treatment basin, the Polishing 
Pond is the start of a three-part 
water management transect where 
community effluent is captured 
and treated, sent to an extensive 
naturalized system of bioremediating 
polishing lakes, and then slowly 
discharged into a meandering 
three-mile long creek restoration. 

Along the journey, thoughtful 
site design promotes reduced 
water use by plant selection and 
designated no irrigation zones, 
improved water quality through 
the use of linear bioswales 
and wetlands, re-purposing 
of wastewater for landscape 
irrigation, and re-establishing 
stream equilibrium through 
fluvial geomorphology principles. 

Cross Creek ranCh Polishing Pond
SUSTAINABILITY STARS



individual star overview/narrative
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LAF Case Study
Shortly after construction, students from Texas A&M became interested 
in the treatment process and did a case study on the project for 
the Landscape Architectural Foundation.  Field samples were taken 
and lab tests were run.  The data supported water quality goals by 
showing reductions in the concentrations of nitrogen, phosphorous, 
potassium, calcium, magnesium, sodium, zinc, copper and manganese.  

Immersive Experience
The success of the project is best defined not by numbers, but by 
experience.  Early morning or late evening walks through the site reveal 
darting birds, animal choruses at the edges, striking tree silhouettes, and 
footsteps treading lightly through nature.  A site where function is high 
but emotional connectivity creates enduring respect for sense of place. 

ecological oasis
While carefully crafted for engineering purposes, the ecological 
framework has become an ecological oasis for residents and wildlife.  
Native naturalized plantings have been extended beyond the aquatic 
shelves to create varied habitat zones and recreational opportunities.  
Originally dry, designers recognized an unique ecological opportunity and 
planted numerous Bald Cypress within the dry basin banks.  As effluent 
from new homes reached the site, water levels rose to static levels 
and submerged trees to create iconic Cypress trees in standing water.  

community connections
To provide broad resident access, community connector trails 
pass by the eastern edge and meandering nature trails seamlessly 
thread between and around varied habitats.  Boardwalk and 
overlook crossings have also been added for additional mid-basin 
access and are complimented by educational signs.   In addition to 
biological treatment, the signage focuses on site accommodations 
for neo-tropical migrants and community birding opportunities.

INVESTMENT STAR  

Polishing Pond
The Polishing Pond is particularly innovative in its engineering approach.  
Effluent being discharged from the site ultimately drains into Oyster Creek, 
one of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality’s historically listed 
impaired streams.  As such, any discharge should essentially be devoid of 
biologically impaired pollutants and high concentrations of oxygen.  Standard 
treatment practices typically utilize mechanical treatment systems to 
process and clean community effluent.  These systems incorporate several 
concrete basins and various pieces of equipment that require enormous 
power supplies and large impervious footprints with few external benefits. 
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A central theme  unifying the community is Cross Creek’s unique commitment to ecology.  
Landform is used to thoughtfully direct water while native planting zones create habitat zones 
that vary in character and function throughout the year.  A core component of this seasonality 
is the numerous bird species that either call Cross Creek home or are stopping by as they head 
south along one of the world’s great migration routes.  

Whether residing in the creek, lakes, resident backyards, or polishing pond, birds provide resident 
interest throughout the year.  However, perhaps the greatest assemblage of species is found at 
the polishing pond.  With its upland forest edges, meadow grasses, wetland fringes, and open 
water, an abundance of prime habitat caters to specific bird needs.  Food and fresh water is 
readily available and shelter is easily found for nesting and rearing of young.   Migratory birds 
also seek out the basin as a place of refuge before they set off or return from the difficult 
journey across the Gulf of Mexico.  These lifecycle patterns are easily enjoyed by residents who 
are simply passing by along the trail and for the beginner or more serious birder.

BIRD WATCHING FACTS
• Up to 50% of North American bird species nest or feed in and around wetlands.
• The Northern Mockingbird is the official state bird of Texas.
• The Gulf Coast is located on a major migratory bird route called the Central Flyway.
• An estimated 570 bird species live in the Houston region.
• Due to loss of habitat, bird populations have been steadily decreasing during the last century.

BACKYARD BIRD WATCHING TIPS
• Create a landscape that includes native plants.
• Use organic pesticides in lieu of harmful chemical pesticides.
• Leave some dead plant material such as leaves and sticks for nesting and natural feeding 

opportunities.
• Reduce predation by keeping cats inside.
• Provide a regular supply of food and water.
• Create places of shelter using both structures and plants.
• Encourage neighbors to participate to expand available habitat.
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